Characterization and fine mapping of qkrnw4, a major QTL controlling kernel row number in maize.
A major QTL controlling kernel row number, qkrnw4, was identified by combining linkage analysis and association mapping. Within qkrnw4, on the basis of its expression and bioinformatics analysis, Zm00001d052910 was supposed to be the candidate gene for kernel row number. Kernel row number (KRN) is an important yield-related trait that affects kernel number in maize. Understanding the genetic basis of KRN is important for increasing maize yields. In the present study, by the use of a near-isogenic line (NIL) that has a B73 background and that consistently displays a low KRN across environments, qkrnw4, a major quantitative trait locus (QTL) associated with KRN within a yield trait-related QTL hotspot in bin 4.08, was finely mapped to an ~ 33-kb interval. Regional association analysis of a nested association mapping population comprising 5000 recombinant inbred lines revealed Zm00001d052910, which encodes a protein with an unknown function, as the important candidate gene responsible for qkrnw4. Different expression levels of this candidate gene in immature ears were detected between the NIL and its recurrent parent. Moreover, the expression of several auxin-related genes was consistent with that of the candidate gene. Furthermore, the potential associations of this candidate gene with well-known inflorescence-related genes were discussed. The results of this study provide important information for the genetic elucidation of KRN variation in maize.